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Concepts addressed:  
Causes and consequences of the Second World War; causes and consequences of the Holocaust and 
other cases of genocide in the twentieth century; global impact of the Cold War, decolonization, and 
neocolonialism  
 

I. Causes of World War II  
a. Economic instability, Depression of early 1930s  

i. Although recovery by later 1930s, social/cultural certainties shaken; "traditional" 
political strategies failed  

ii. Lower middle class feared loss of status as lost savings  
b. Unresolved political/diplomatic issues after WWI  

i. "Guilt clause" caused Germans to resent Allies  
ii. Territorial issues ill-handled - German territory split, German speakers in several 

countries; Czech - Slovak union troubled  
iii. Italy dissatisfied with territorial settlement  

c. Emergence of fascist/totalitarian governments in central Europe  
d. Intense pacifism in many countries affected profoundly by WWI (e.g. France) in terms of 

lives lost; British diplomacy affected by desire to avoid war more than other considerations  
i. Neville Chamberlain's agreement with Hitler called "appeasement" - proclaimed "I 

bring you peace in our time" following conference in Munich  
ii. British allowed Germany to take pieces of territory, invade Czechoslovakia before 

drawing the line (with France) on Poland  
e. Pact between Germany and Soviet Union enabled Germany to confront West with confidence 

and with necessary raw materials  
f. Spanish Civil War - Republicans (backed by Soviets) vs. Franco (backed by Germany, Italy)  

i. Britain and France refused official aid to Republicans suggested disinclination to 
confront Fascist governments  

ii. Displayed tactics/barbarism of war to come: bombing of civilian city Guernica by 
Nazi planes (memorialized by Picasso)  

g. Failure of international peacekeeping/conflict management mechanisms  
i. League of Nations lacked way to punish violators - speeches but no punitive action 

against Italy (invasion of Abyssinia/ Ethiopia) or Japan (invasion of Manchuria)  
ii. Germany and Japan left the League without fear  

h. Various ethnic/racial hatreds - anti-Semitism became focus point in Nazi Germany for those 
desperate to regain stability  

i. Japanese effort to create Asian "co-prosperity zone" ran contrary to interests of European 
powers and US  

i. Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in Hawaii responded to US presence as obstacle to 
Japanese expansion  

II. Consequences of World War II  
a. Enormous destruction of life and property aside from the Holocaust  

i. Fire bombings of British cities (by Germany) and German cities (by Britain, US) 
ii. Huge casualties on the eastern front in battles such as Stalingrad  

iii. Churches, other important historical buildings often damaged  
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iv. Lives in occupied countries often lost in reprisals against efforts of resistance fighters 
to oust the occupiers  

b. The Holocaust  
i. Jews initially constrained by Nuremburg Laws and then imprisoned - mass killing not 

the first plan  
ii. Jews used as forced labor  

iii. "Final Solution" decided at Wannsee in 1943 following conference among leading 
Nazis - death camps established in occupied Poland in addition to existing 
labor/concentration camps also in German lands  

iv. Early mass killings by special Einsatzgruppen (special groups of Nazi SS) proved 
inefficient - mental breakdowns among soldiers - need to reduce contact between 
victims and killers  

v. Use of Zyclon-B and other pesticides in specially designed gas chambers presented as 
showers  

vi. Perhaps 1 million Jews died - other victims included gypsies, homosexuals, Jehovah's 
Witnesses  

c. Nuremburg Trial and Trials  
i. After war, Allies (USSR, US, Britain, France) decided to put top Nazi leaders still 

alive (Hitler, others committed suicide) on trial with defense and prosecution  
ii. Procedures tended to follow continental practices except for "conspiracy clause" that 

established guilt by association with an organization determined to be criminal from 
US law  

iii. Most condemned to death - last death penalties in international court  
iv. Subsequent Nuremburg Trials administered against lower-level Nazis  

d. Effects of Occupation  
i. Experience of cooperation inside Resistance organizations across class and gender 

divisions - aspirations for better, more democratic, more just society as reward for 
sacrifice  

ii. Question of what "collaboration" included - how many people enabled occupation by 
complicity with occupiers?  

iii. Memories of Vichy government in France - willingness to compromise with Nazis in 
return for little  

iv. Emergence of Charles de Gaulle as leader of more conservative and non-socialist 
Resistance movement Free France  

e. Political shifts  
i. In Britain, France, etc., post-war election of Labor or leftist coalition governments to 

enact social programs - emergence of full welfare state, social democracy  
ii. Post-war economic boom funded initially by Marshall Plan but then by careful 

collaboration between state and industry in many countries  
f. Effects in Asia  

i. European defeats, Japanese occupation, then European reoccupation as general 
pattern  

ii. European imperial powers no longer invulnerable, not willing to bear costs of long 
wars to hold Asian territories - British, French out of south Asia by 1954  

iii. US occupation of Japan included constitution-writing, land reforms, etc. but few 
trials of war criminals - allowed Emperor to remain in power  

g. Use of the atomic bomb  
i. US produced the first functional atomic bombs through the Manhattan Project, which 

gathered scientists such as Robert Oppenheimer and Joseph Rotblat (Britain)  
ii. Some dissent among scientists after successful text in New Mexico - some believed 

bomb should never be used  
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iii. Truman administration used bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan in order to 
reduce US casualties by comparison with likely human costs of an invasion  

iv. Widespread horror at destruction and aftereffects of bomb throughout the world - 
spurred antiwar movements 

III. Cold War  
a. Emerged following collaboration between US/Britain and USSR in WWII  
b. Yalta agreements  

i. Division of Europe into "spheres of influence" - USSR would have predominant 
influence in eastern Europe, US/Britain in western Europe  

ii. Stalin and Churchill made original agreement at Moscow in 1943 but Roosevelt did 
not dissent  

c. Communist regimes under Soviet tutelage came to power throughout Eastern Europe, with 
Czechoslovakia the last (1949) - not always violent, often gradual and with acceptance of 
impoverished, desperate population that had suffered under the Nazis and had received little 
help from the West before the war  

d. Division of Germany into East and West  
i. Post-war occupation of Germany and of Berlin each divided into sectors: Britain, US, 

France (in western side of Germany and western half of Berlin) then Soviets (on 
eastern side)  

ii. Allies began to consolidate occupation, move toward giving Germans control over 
own government and finances but Stalin resisted - concerned with German military 
revival, wanted reparations for costs of war extracted from Germany  

iii. Allies proceeded to create Federal Republic (West Germany) in 1949 - Eastern 
Germany became German Democratic Republic under Soviet influence  

e. Stand-off between Communist and capitalist sectors of the developed world rippled into less 
developed world  

i. Soviets positioned as opponents of imperialism, advocates of groups fighting for 
independence from European powers in places such as Congo/Zaire (support for 
Lumumba), Indochina (Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos), China  

ii. US determined to maintain hold of Western hemisphere - CIA and overt programs to 
maintain capitalist-oriented Latin America - failed in Cuba under Castro's revolution 
but succeeded in reversing such revolutions/socialist movements in Guatemala (under 
Arbenz), Chile (under Allende) - after period of struggle and covert support for the 
Contra rebels, brought about demise of Communist-inspired revolution in Nicaragua 
(under Ortega)  

f. Economic gap between west ("first world") and east ("second world") 
i. US economy alone grew from the war; virtually no damage to continental US so no 

need for rebuilding  
ii. Commercial/consumer economy grew and spread throughout US, "first world"  

iii. US grant of loans to western European countries to rebuild through Marshall Plan 
enabled three decades of growth  

g. Arms race  
i. Explosion of atomic bomb by US followed by Soviet acquisition of atomic bomb - 

atomic bombs followed by far more powerful/destructive nuclear weapons  
ii. Improvements in warheads and delivery systems enabled nuclear weapons to reach 

targets at greater distances with presumably greater accuracy  
iii. MAD (Mutually Assured Destruction) theory held that arms race would prevent war - 

each side would know the destruction that would follow in its own territory if it used 
a bomb on its opponent 

h. Space race  
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i. Soviets first into space with satellite (Sputnik), man (Yuri Gagarin) - worked on 
space station plan  

ii. US followed Soviet success - in time, surpassed Soviets with reliability of launches 
until Challenger explosion in 1980s; first to the moon  

iii. By-products of space race include satellites, improved communications, new 
materials able to withstand difficult conditions, ability to launch telescopes and 
advance understanding of universe  

i. Tense moments in the Cold War  
i. Berlin Airlift - Stalin prevented access to western sector of Berlin by road, forcing 

Britain/US to fly supplies into the area for nearly 1 year  
ii. Cuban Missile Crisis - USSR started to install missiles on Cuban soil as part of deal 

with Castro; US regarded it as a threat; nearly ended in nuclear war until Kennedy 
and Khruschev negotiated a settlement (no missiles in Cuba, no NATO missiles in 
Turkey)  

iii. Vietnam and Afghanistan - US (in Vietnam) and USSR (in Afghanistan) became 
embroiled in conflicts that featured their forces/their allies against those supported by 
the other side.  

IV. Decolonization  
a. Costs of sustaining empire for European powers too great as rebuilt from WWII  
b. Independence movements grew stronger, drawing upon example of India (independent 1949 - 

led by Nehru) and Asian countries  
c. Independence for African countries began mainly in 1960s - Ghana under Nkrumah led the 

way among British colonies  
d. Independence of Algeria from French rule (many European settlers, presence in Algeria since 

1840s) hard fought, nearly caused military coup in France - de Gaulle led negotiations that 
ended with Algerian independence  

e. Harold Macmillan (British PM) gave "Winds of Change" speech that indicated awareness that 
era of imperialism was over  

f. Bloody civil war and conflict in Belgian Congo/Zaire  
g. Portuguese remained in Africa until end of dictatorship in 1970s 

V. Neoimperialism/neocolonialism  
a. Political control of European powers at an end but presence remained  
b. Less direct control - "hegemony" (over-arching influence enabled developed countries to get 

favorable trade and other agreements)  
c. Many African leaders and elites had lost contact with ancestral culture and native language - 

need to reacquire and readjust the place of European languages  
d. Former colonies lacked industrial infrastructure, domestic market, etc. necessary to compete 

on global market - started to accrue debt and thus remained dependent on institutions created 
by former imperial powers.  

VI. Genocide  
a. Term used by Raphael Lemkin in effort to get international action to halt attacks on groups of 

people with the goal to eliminate their ethnicity, race, religion, culture, etc.  
b. Armenia - Turks killed perhaps 1 million Armenians in time of WWI as potential traitors  
c. Germany - Jews, gypsies, homosexuals, and other groups systematically killed  
d. Cambodia - Possibly 2 million killed as Pol Pot's Communist regime came to power - 

intellectuals, those with Vietnamese background targeted  
e. Rwanda - Racial tensions created in colonial period by Belgium and never eliminated after 

independence came to a head - nearly 1 million brutally killed within a few days as 
government called upon Hutus to kill Tutsis.  

f. Bosnia - Nationalist fervor and war led Serbian soldiers to massacre men in Bosnia.  
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g. East Timor - Indonesian soldiers massacred many who pushed for the independence of their 
country.  

h. Basic underlying causes to genocide: insecurity of majority as confront possible alteration in 
their political, economic or social position  


